
 

Coronavirus (COVID-19) or other infections guidance for churches 

 How to stay positive and strong during the coronavirus outbreak 

 B&SG Churches Infection guidelines 

Mental Health Support (part 16) 
“Our Calling is to respond in love and service to the needs of our communities” 

Across the world, people are making extraordinarily difficult decisions that there's no rulebook or 
benchmark for. And they're making these decisions at breathtaking speed – because time isn't a 
friend in a Covid-19 world, and survival  depends on us being capable of acting fast and making the 
right choices. 
The very human, mental toll of this is pretty indescribable. It’s not just churches being crippled by 
Covid-19; it’s almost every aspect of society. It’s not just one leader or manager having a hard time; 
it’s every leader and manager. Nothing is normal about what people are experiencing right now. I 
offer some tips about staying strong and positive. 
 
• Be clear on whether your mission for the next 3 months is the same mission or needs to change, at least 

temporarily. Galvanise people behind a clear sense of collective purpose for the weeks and months 
ahead. You’ll likely find your own immediate purpose there too. Why we exist, for ourselves, our 
business, and our customers, right now, are vital questions to answer so that we can power forward in 
the right direction and with realistic prospects of success 

• Keep your routine as far as you can; and where you can’t, substitute it with something suitable, so you 
still have a sense of timing, progress and achievement through your day 

• Be kind – to yourself (in not beating yourself up for the tough stuff, the moments where you don’t know 
the answers, the mistakes or the things you wish you’d done better) and to others (don’t judge; we will 
all handle what’s happening in our own individual ways, and we all need some slack in digesting what it 
means for us and how we will each choose to respond to it) 

• Check in with colleagues and with your friends; goofy and funny moments are fine, as are serious 
conversations when they’re needed or appropriate. As Tracey reminds us, we’re all dealing with these 
circumstances in our own, different ways. Staying connected is what matters. It’s the little things, the 
thoughtful reach-outs and, of course, the laughter where we can find it that often bind us far more than 
the big conversations 

• Give yourself headspace; be creative: cook, paint, read, hammer nails into something, whisk eggs like a 
fiend – whatever works. Have something tangible to show for your time... and then share what you’ve 
created with others... 

• Even when you don’t feel like connecting or focusing on something, or even getting out of bed, make the 
effort – you’ll feel better for it. Defiance is stronger and more productive than defeat 

• Address the challenges head on – don’t delay them... progress only comes once obstacles have been 
quantified and tackled 

• Be honest about the stuff that’s tough. Share it. You’re not alone... The current trending analogy 
between small businesses in times of Covid-19 and the heroic and determined Dunkirk little boats in 
1940 is not perfect but reflects the fact that Individually, we will struggle and many of us risk sinking. 
But, together, by ‘joining oars’, by sharing knowledge between us, and by surging forward united, defiant 
and with an overridingly clear sense of purpose, we can achieve very powerful things 


